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STANDARD - studio -dla Studentów

Price

1 800 zł
100 zł/m2

KRAKÓW
Grzegórzecka

Size Rooms Bedrooms Bathrooms Floor

18.00 m2 1 0 1 2

Dodatkowe udogodnienia:

 Lift

STANDARD - studio -  (STUDENT)

MINT Property presents studio apartments for rent in a new, modern
building at ul. Grzegórzecka in Kraków.

Standard apartments have an area of 16-21 m2 and consist of a room
(wardrobe, desk, bed, TV) with a kitchenette (heating plate, fridge,
wicrowave), a bathroom with a shower and a hall (wardrobe).
The apartments are fully equipped and furnished

offers a selection of cool flats and great common areas where you can
meet and relax with other Milestoners.

Enjoy the best features a student residence can offer:

Fully equipped flat, including kitchenette and bathroom: We want to
save you the hassle of trips to crowded furniture stores!
Unlimited Wi-Fi: Because studying eats up at least as much internet as
long Netflix nights.
Washing lounge, gym and communal kitchen: Whether you want to
train and cook together or alone – in a MILESTONE residence you have
the choice!
Study lobby and common areas: Why go somewhere else when it’s best
at home?

Lokalizacja:

The property is located in a well-connected part of Krakow, close to
Rondo Grzegórzeckie, with access to a large number of tram and bus
lines. Nearby there is Galeria Kazimierz. The location ensures constant
traffic of residents and tourists.

Nearby there is a train stop, the Market Hall, Galeria Kazimierz and the
Botanical Garden.

Cena:

Monthly rental price starts from 1800 PLN  + 500 PLN admin fee
(includes all utilities, WiFi and TV fees)

Price includes an access to the GYM

One time fees:

Deposit One month’s rent
Final cleaning (mandatory) 199 zł

Agency fee - one monthly rent

We invite you to watch.

Dane agenta:
Dorota Kamińska

505452950 dorota@mintproperty.pl


